
The Future of Wireless Charging



InvisQi can
turn any non-
metallic
surface 
into a wireless
charging
station



Solving Problems Through
Wireless Solutions 

Finding chargers in commercial
spaces is in demand from
consumers

Wireless charging solutions are on the
rise for public, commercial and
corporate spaces all over America.

Sharing chargers can be highly
unstanitary

At present, the spread of germs and
illness is at an all-time high, we found a
solution to an everyday problem that is
contactless. 



What's Currently in the
Market?

There are 3 types of built-in
wireless chargers

The first two require the need of
modifying the surface using tools such
as drills, sanders, saws, etc. Along with
skill and precision - a highly inefficient
use of resources.

InvisQi eliminates the need for
tools

Using powerful coils, InvisQi is able to 
 fast charge directly through a surface of
up to 30mm without the use of any tools,
simply attach it via precut 3M adhesive
strips or use included screws for a more
permanent fit.



4 Qi-charging coils and a proprietary
magnetic amplification system to provide
maximum distance and charging efficiency
with a discrete form factor. 

An internal safety switch guarantees that no
harm will ever come to your device while
charging it.

InvisQi



The World's
Longest-
Distance
Wireless
Charger.



How It Works
Attach InvisQi under any non-metallic surface
of up to 30mm in thickness and place your
phone down...it's that simple. 



InvisQi's Quick
Features

Fast Charge up to 10w through 30mm of distance
Turn any surface into a wireless charging solution
Easily attach without the use of tools
Always hidden and out of sight 
Comes with security locks for commercial use 
Upgrade older furniture for a fraction of the cost



Retail
$119/unit

Commercial
$55/unit

 MOQ of 100 units
Lower price on quantities greater than 250



Place it down.
Turn any surface into a charger.



Who Is InvisQi For?
For All Qi-Enabled Device Users.

Incorporating Invisqi technology in your next
project could help you take it to the next
level of luxury and comfort. 

Our hidden wireless charger is ideal for the
hospitality industry, custom home-builders,
restaurants, and casinos to name a few.

We are partnering up with people who savor
aesthetics and functionality.



"I absolutely love it, as far
as it goes, it's really
impressed me."

- Stu's Reviews

What
People Say

"Ever since I was a kid, I
always wanted something
like this, were i could put
my phone down and it
starts charging!"
 
- Simply Pops

"There it is..charging!
Through the table. Yeah,
that's pretty cool, I have to
say..." 

- Crusin Canada 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_KQhqn9UYA&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_KQhqn9UYA&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKtruq447yc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKtruq447yc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKtruq447yc


Coming Soon

For all Magsafe devices 

For energy boosts throughout the day

GoQi

MagQi



Become an Official Reseller



partners@invisqi.com
       
866-938-0423

477 Butterfield Road Lombard
Illinois, USA

Let's Connect

We look forward to answering any questions you may have. 


